The New Year is here and we have lots of new fabric
for you to enjoy!

Fabrics from Welcome Home
in Spring have been put onto
the shelf. There are still two
quilt kits available if you
prefer to make this darling
throw from a kit.

Events
Search for the Stars
Shop Hop
April 27-May 6
12 shops to visit
Block kits $3.00

We now have all of Marcus
Brothers’ New Aged
Muslins. They are currently
in the Reproduction room
but will work well with any
style. These are only a few
of the 30 bolts we received.

17% discount for passport
holders

For those of you who have little
ones to sew for (or just loved
the book as a child) Rainbow
Fish is a really nice line.

All shops open extended hours
Thursday & Friday
$25.00 gift certificate will be
drawn at each shop on May 6
Passports $5.00

And to brighten these gloomy
winter days, we have Soleil in
yellow, gray and black.

January 2017
The shop is now carrying Eversewn sewing machines.
There is a Sparrow 25 in the classroom for you to
try.
These are very nice machines for a reasonable price.
Come and take a look!
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Some of our areas have been rearranged and give the
front of the store a new look. Novelties are easier to
see and Asian prints are once again showcased.
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There are also Blocks of the month starting soon.

Here are the blocks for Conestoga Crossing.
This is a 95” x 112” reproduction quilt designed by
Pam Buda. It is absolutely gorgeous in person. The
pattern is $66.00 and fabrics are $90.00 every
three months for three installments. As soon as we
have a pattern count we’re ready to get started.

This year Nancy’s
block of the
month is a Rail

Fence in
reproduction
fabric.
You receive fabric
for 20 blocks per
month for $8.00.
It finishes to
about 70”x70”
when set as shown.
This starts in March so call to get on the list.
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We also need a pattern count for Bird Walk

This lovely batik wall hanging combines piecing and
applique. The pattern is 36.95 and fabrics are
$15.00/month for 12 months. This can also start as
soon as I know how many patterns to order.

Just a reminder that Kari Ruedisale will now be at the
shop on the first Thursday of every month to pick up
and deliver quilts.
Please remember that quilts picked up or delivered
here must use batting purchased here.
Hope to see you soon!
Karen
lellc100@gmail.com
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Circle Quilt…Denise
One of our most popular classes;
this is a new twist on a basic
circle pattern quilt. This quilt as
you go method is easy to make
into any size and is reversible.
Saturday March 25 from 10-4
$35 plus pattern

Classes
Beginning Quilting…Mary Embury
Do you know someone who wants to learn to quilt or do you
need to brush up on your basics?

Here is the newest version
of our beginning quilting
class.
You will learn fabric
selection, accurate cutting
and piecing a ¼” seam.
Four patches, half square
triangles and flying geese
are included.
Thursdays; March 9 & 23and
April 6 from 12:30 - 4
$60 plus book

Laura Heine’s Collage Applique…
Kari Ruedisale
This applique technique is new
and very popular. If possible
choose your pattern and
fabrics before the first class.
Kari will tell you how to
prepare them in the first
class and the actual collage
building will be the second
session.
Sundays Feb. 12 from 12-2
and Feb. 26 from 10 – 4
$50 plus pattern

Two Color
Bargello…Sally

Paper Piecing Niemeyer Style…Joyce
We will teach Judy’s technique using the pattern of your
choice in an individual or two person class. This includes
help in fabric selection.
Contact the shop to arrange a day.
10-4
$40 plus pattern

The perfect way to use just one
of those stunning ombre fabrics
along with another fabric pop.
Thursday Feb. 16 from 10 -4
$35 plus pattern

We love Applique!
Applique by Hand or Machine…Sally
So many patterns use applique that it is almost a necessary
technique to know. We are offering two classes in one!
Machine applique will be covered in the morning and hand
applique in the afternoon.
Tuesday April 11 from 10-4 cxVZ
$40 plus book
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Machine Quilting …Joyce
Here are the basics of machine quilting. You will learn how
to set up your machine, the needles, threads and notions to
use and free motion stitching. There is ample time for
hands on practice.
Friday March 17 from 10-4 (Be sure to wear green!)
$40
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Monthly:

Appliqué Circle…Joyce

Woolies
Karen Penrod will be here from 10-? the first Monday of
every month to stitch on her wool projects. Everyone who
loves wool and embellishing, or thinks they might like to try
it, is welcome to join her. This is not a class, but help,
advice and inspiration will be plentiful.
The first Monday of every month from 10-4

Joyce loves appliqué and invites others who feel the same
way to join her. Bring your own project and stitch for the
day.
This is often a big group and they have a wonderful time.
Come join the fun!
The third Wednesday of every month from 10 –4

NEW DAY

English Paper Piecing and Zentangle
An unlikely pairing?? They are both hand work and all kinds
of “do it by hand” projects are welcome.
The second Wednesday of every month from 10-4

Judy Niemeyer Workshop
Come in for help or encouragement on your Judy Niemeyer
paper piecing patterns. If you are new to Judy’s technique
please let us know ahead of time.
The first Friday of every month from 10 - 4
$5.00/month

Kari Ruedisale will now be here at 11:00 on the first
Thursday of every month to pick up and deliver quilts.
Please come in early enough to complete the paperwork.
If you can’t make it that day, drop off your quilt, backing &
batting (purchased here) along with the paperwork and a
deposit.
Overall designs have a 2 month turnaround, expect longer
for custom work.

Classes on Demand
If you are interested in a particular pattern or technique,
we will arrange a class for three or more people.

Open Sew Saturday

One on one classes can also be arranged.

Anyone is welcome to attend this open sew and work on the
project of their choice.
All levels of quilters will find themselves welcome.
The second Saturday of every month from 10 – 4

Call and schedule something today.
Take a look at our Facebook page for more updates.
www.facebook.com/QuiltsAtTheMarshallHouse

Hospice Helpers
This group meets monthly to work on quilts for Oaklawn
Hospital’s Hospice program. Some cut, some sew and others
put on binding or pick up a kit. Come and join them if you
can.
The third Tuesday every month from noon to 4
Hospice can always use more help…what can you do?
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Regular Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10 - 5
Sun. 12-4
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